ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BRICKYARD TRANSITION (VHP.GUNNE4): From over VHP VORTAC on VHP R-073 to JADUB, then on ROD R-261 to ROD VORTAC, then on ROD R-080 to CALOB, then on APE R-300 to GUNNE. Thence. . . .

FLAG CITY TRANSITION (FBC.GUNNE4): From over FBC VORTAC on FBC R-148 to GUNNE. Thence. . . .

FORT WAYNE TRANSITION (FWA.GUNNE4): From over FWA VORTAC on FWA R-118 to CALOB, then on APE R-300 to GUNNE. Thence. . . .

. . . from over GUNNE, expect radar vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATION PROCEDURE:
In the event of lost communications: For all airports - From GUNNE direct APE VORTAC, maintain 4000 until APE VORTAC.